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The suitability of different parsing methods for different languages is an important topic in
syntactic parsing. Especially lesser-studied languages, typologically different from the languages
forwhichmethodshaveoriginallybeendeveloped,poseinterestingchallengesinthisrespect.This
article presents an investigation of data-driven dependency parsing of Turkish, an agglutinative,
free constituent order language that can be seen as the representative of a wider class of languages
of similar type. Our investigations show that morphological structure plays an essential role in
ﬁnding syntactic relations in such a language. In particular, we show that employing sublexical
units called inﬂectional groups, rather than word forms, as the basic parsing units improves
parsing accuracy. We test our claim on two different parsing methods, one based on a probabilis-
tic model with beam search and the other based on discriminative classiﬁers and a deterministic
parsing strategy, and show that the usefulness of sublexical units holds regardless of the parsing
method. We examine the impact of morphological and lexical information in detail and show that,
properly used, this kind of information can improve parsing accuracy substantially. Applying
the techniques presented in this article, we achieve the highest reported accuracy for parsing the
Turkish Treebank.
1. Introduction
Robust syntactic parsing of natural language is an area in which we have seen tremen-
dous development during the last 10 to 15 years,mainly on the basis of data-driven
methods but sometimes in combination with grammar-based approaches. Despite this,
most of the approaches in this ﬁeld have only been tested on a relatively small set
of languages,mostly English but to some extent also languages like Chinese,Czech,
Japanese,and German.
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An important issue in this context is to what extent our models and algorithms
are tailored to properties of speciﬁc languages or language groups. This issue is es-
pecially pertinent for data-driven approaches,where one of the claimed advantages
is portability to new languages. The results so far mainly come from studies where a
parser originally developed for English,such as the Collins parser (Collins 1997,1999),
is applied to a new language,which often leads to a signiﬁcant decrease in the measured
accuracy (Collins et al. 1999; Bikel and Chiang 2000; Dubey and Keller 2003; Levy and
Manning 2003; Corazza et al. 2004). However,it is often quite difﬁcult to tease apart the
inﬂuence of different features of the parsing methodology in the observed degradation
of performance.
A related issue concerns the suitability of different kinds of syntactic representation
for different types of languages. Whereas most of the work on English has been based
on constituency-based representations,partly inﬂuenced by the availability of data
resources such as the Penn Treebank (Marcus,Santorini,and Marcinkiewicz 1993),it
has been argued that free constituent order languages can be analyzed more adequately
using dependency-based representations,which is also the kind of annotation found,
for example,in the Prague Dependency Treebank of Czech (Haji ˇ c et al. 2001). Recently,
dependency-based parsing has been applied to 13 different languages in the shared
task of the 2006 Conference on Computational Natural Language Learning (CoNLL)
(Buchholz and Marsi 2006).
In this article,we focus on dependency-based parsing of Turkish,a language that
is characterized by rich agglutinative morphology,free constituent order,and predom-
inantly head-ﬁnal syntactic constructions. Thus,Turkish can be viewed as the repre-
sentative of a class of languages that are very different from English and most other
languages that have been studied in the parsing literature. Using data from the recently
released Turkish Treebank (Oﬂazer et al. 2003),we investigate the impact of different
design choices in developing data-driven parsers. There are essentially three sets of
issues that are addressed in these experiments.
 The ﬁrst set includes issues relating to the treatment of morphology in
syntactic parsing,which becomes crucial when dealing with languages
where the most important clues to syntactic functions are often found in
the morphology rather than in word order patterns. Thus,for Turkish,it
has previously been shown that parsing accuracy can be improved by
taking morphologically deﬁned units rather than word forms as the basic
units of syntactic structure (Eryi˘ git and Oﬂazer 2006). In this article,we
corroborate this claim showing that it holds in both approaches we
explore. We also study the impact of different morphological feature
representations on parsing accuracy.
 The second set of issues concerns lexicalization,a topic that has been very
prominent in the parsing literature lately. Whereas the best performing
parsers for English all make use of lexical information,the real beneﬁts of
lexicalization for English as well as other languages remains controversial
(Dubey and Keller,2003; Klein and Manning 2003; Arun and Keller 2005).
 The third set concerns the basic parsing methodology,including both
parsing algorithms and learning algorithms. We ﬁrst introduce a statistical
parser using a conditional probabilistic model which is very sensitive to
the selected representational features and thus clearly exposes the ones
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with crucial importance for parsing Turkish. We then implement our
models on a deterministic classiﬁer-based parser using discriminative
learning,which is one of the best performing dependency parsers
evaluated on a wide range of different languages.
Additionally we address the following issues:
 We investigate learning curves and provide an error analysis for the best
performing parser.
 For most of our experiments we use as input the gold-standard tags from
the treebank. However,in our last experiments we evaluate the impact of
automatic statistical morphological disambiguation on the performance of
our best performing parser.
The rest of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a very brief introduc-
tion to Turkish morphology and syntax and discusses the representation of morpholog-
ical information and syntactic dependency relations in the Turkish Treebank. Section 3
is devoted to methodological issues,in particular the data sets and evaluation metrics
used in experiments. The following two sections present two different dependency
parsers trained and evaluated on the Turkish Treebank: a probabilistic parser (Section 4)
and a classiﬁer-based parser (Section 5). Section 6 investigates the impact of lexicaliza-
tion and morphological information on the two parsers,and Section 7 examines their
learning curves. Section 8 presents an error analysis for the best performing parser,
and Section 9 analyzes the degradation in parsing performance when using automatic
morphological disambiguation. Section 10 discusses related work,and Section 11 sum-
marizes the main conclusions from our study.
2. Turkish: Morphology and Dependency Relations
Turkish displays rather different characteristics compared to the more well-studied
languages in the parsing literature. Most of these characteristics are also found in
many agglutinative languages such as Basque,Estonian,Finnish,Hungarian,Japanese,
and Korean.1 Turkish is a ﬂexible constituent order language. Even though in written
texts the constituent order predominantly conforms to the SOV order,constituents may
freely change their position depending on the requirements of the discourse context
(Erguvanlı 1979; Hoffman 1994). However,from a dependency structure point of view,
Turkish is predominantly (but not exclusively) head ﬁnal.
Turkish has a very rich agglutinative morphological structure. Nouns can give rise
to about 100 inﬂected forms and verbs to many more. Furthermore,Turkish words may
be formed through very productive derivations,increasing substantially the number of
possible word forms that can be generated from a root word. It is not uncommon to ﬁnd
up to four or ﬁve derivations in a single word. Previous work on Turkish (Hakkani-
T¨ ur,Oﬂazer,and T ¨ ur 2002; Oﬂazer 2003; Oﬂazer et al. 2003; Eryi˘ git and Oﬂazer 2006)
has represented the morphological structure of Turkish words by splitting them into
inﬂectional groups (IGs). The root and derivational elements of a word are represented
1 We,however,do not necessarily suggest that the morphological sublexical representation that we use for
Turkish later in this article is applicable to these languages.
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by different IGs,separated from each other by derivational boundaries (DB). Each IG is
then annotated with its own part of speech and any inﬂectional features as illustrated
in the following example:2
arabanızdaydı
(‘it was in your car’)
arabanızda DB ydı
araba+Noun+A3sg+P2pl+Loc
  
IG1
DB +Verb+Zero+Past+A3sg
  
IG2
‘in your car’ ‘it was’
In this example,the root of the word arabanızdaydı is araba (‘car’) and its part of speech is
noun. From this,a verb is derived in a separate IG. So,the word is composed of two IGs
where the ﬁrst one, arabanızda (‘in your car’),is a noun in locative case and in second
plural possessive form,and the second one is a verbal derivation from this noun in past
tense and third person singular form.
2.1 Dependency Relations in Turkish
Because most syntactic information is mediated by morphology,it is not sufﬁcient
for the parser to only ﬁnd dependency relations between orthographic words;3 the
correct IGs involved in the relations should also be identiﬁed. We can motivate this
with the following very simple example: In the phrase spor arabanızdaydı (‘it was in
your sports car’),the adjective spor (‘sports’) should be connected to the ﬁrst IG of
the second word. It is the word araba (‘car’) which is modiﬁed by the adjective,not
the derived verb form arabanızdaydı (‘it was in your car’). So a parser should not just
say that the ﬁrst word is a dependent of the second but also state that the syntactic
relation is between the last IG of the ﬁrst word and the ﬁrst IG of the second word,as
shown:
spor
Mod

arabanızda DB ydı
In Figure 1 we see a complete dependency tree for a Turkish sentence laid on top of the
words segmented along IG boundaries. The rounded rectangles show the words and
IGs within words are marked with dashed rounded rectangles. The ﬁrst thing to note
in this ﬁgure is that the dependency links always emanate from the last IG of a word,
because that IG determines the role of that word as a dependent. The dependency links
land on one of the IGs of a (head) word (almost always to the right). The non-ﬁnal IGs
(e.g.,the ﬁrst IG of the word okuldaki in Figure 1) may only have incoming dependency
2 +A3sg = 3sg number agreement,+P2pl = 2pl possessive agreement,+Loc = Locative Case.
3 For the same reason,Bozsahin (2002) uses morphemes as sublexical constituents in a CCG framework.
Because the lexicon was organized in terms of morphemes each with its own CCG functor,the grammar
had to account for both the morphotactics and the syntax at the same time.
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Figure 1
Dependency links in an example Turkish sentence.
’+’s indicate morpheme boundaries. The rounded rectangles show words,and IGs within words
that have more than one IG are indicated by the dashed rounded rectangles. The inﬂectional
features of each IG as produced by the morphological analyzer are listed below the IG.
links and are assumed to be morphologically linked to the next IG to the right (but we
do not explicitly show these links).4
The noun phrase formed by the three words ¨ oˇ grencilerin en akıllısı in this example
highlights the importance of the IG-based representation of syntactic relations. Here
in the word akıllısı,we have three IGs: The ﬁrst contains the singular noun akıl (‘intelli-
gence’),the second IG indicates the derivation into an adjective akıllı (‘intelligence-with’
→’intelligent‘).Theprecedingworden(‘most’),anintensiﬁeradverb,islinkedtothisIG
as a modiﬁer (thus forming ’most intelligent‘). The third IG indicates another derivation
into a noun (‘a singular entity that is most intelligent’). This last IG is the head of a
dependency link emanating from the word ¨ oˇ grencilerin with genitive case-marking (‘of
the students’ or ‘students’ ’) which acts as the possessor of the last noun IG of the third
word akıllısı. Finally,this word is the subject of the verb IG of the last word,through its
last IG.
2.2 The Turkish Treebank
We have used the Turkish Treebank (Oﬂazer et al. 2003),created by the Middle East
Technical University and Sabancı University,in the experiments we report in this ar-
ticle. The Turkish Treebank is based on a small subset of the Metu Turkish Corpus
(www.ii.metu.edu.tr/∼corpus/corpus.html),abalancedcollectionofpost-1990Turk-
ish text from 10 genres. The version that has been used in this article is the version used
in the CoNLL-X shared task publicly available from www.ii.metu.edu.tr/∼corpus/
treebank.html.
This treebank comprises 5,635 sentences in which words are represented with IG-
based gold-standard morphological representation and dependency links between IGs.
4 It is worth pointing out that arrows in this representation point from dependents to heads,because
representations with arrows in the opposite direction also exist in the literature.
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The average number of IGs per word is 1.26 in running text,but the ﬁgure is higher for
open class words and 1 for high frequency function words which do not inﬂect. Of all
the dependencies in the treebank,95% are head-ﬁnal 5 and 97.5% are projective.6
Even though the number of sentences in the Turkish Treebank is in the same range
as for many other available treebanks for languages such as Danish (Kromann 2003),
Swedish (Nivre,Nilsson,and Hall 2006),and Bulgarian (Simov,Popova,and Osenova
2002),the number of words is considerably smaller (54K as opposed to 70–100K for the
other treebanks). This corresponds to a relatively short average sentence length in the
treebank of about 8.6 words,which is mainly due to the richness of the morphological
structure,because often one word in Turkish may correspond to a whole sentence in
another language.
3. Dependency Parsing of Turkish
In the following sections,we investigate different approaches to dependency parsing
of Turkish and show that using parsing units smaller than words improves the parsing
accuracy. We start by describing our evaluation metrics and the data sets used,and
continue by presenting our baseline parsers: two naive parsers,which link a dependent
to an IG in the next word,and one rule-based parser. We then present our data-driven
parsers in the subsequent sections: a statistical parser using a conditional probabilistic
model (from now on referred to as the probabilistic parser) in Section 4 and a deter-
ministic classiﬁer-based parser using discriminative learning (from now on referred to
as the classiﬁer-based parser) in Section 5.
3.1 Data Sets and Evaluation Metrics
Our experiments are carried out on the entire treebank and all our results are reported
forthisdataset.Weuseten-foldcross-validationfortheevaluationoftheparsers,except
for the baseline parsers which do not need to be trained. We divide the treebank data
into ten equal parts and in each iteration use nine parts as training data and test the
parser on the remaining part.
We report the results as mean scores of the ten-fold cross-validation,with standard
error. The main evaluation metrics that we use are the unlabeled attachment score
(ASU)a n dlabeled attachment score (ASL),namely,the proportion of IGs that are
attached to the correct head (with the correct label for ASL). A correct attachment is
one in which the dependent IG (the last IG in the dependent word) is not only attached
to the correct head word but also to the correct IG within the head word. Where relevant,we
also report the (unlabeled) word-to-word score (WWU),which only measures whether
a dependent word is connected to (some IG in) the correct head word. It should be
clear from the discussion in Section 2.1 and from Figure 1 that the IG-to-IG evaluation
is the right one to use for Turkish even though it is more stringent than word-to-
word evaluation. Dependency links emanating from punctuation are excluded in all
5 Half of the head-initial dependencies are actually not real head-initial structures; these are caused by
some enclitics (addressed in detail in the following sections) which can easily be recovered with some
predeﬁned rules.
6 A dependency between a dependent i and a head j is projective if and only if all the words or IGs that
occur between i and j in the linear order of the sentence are dominated by j. A dependency analysis with
only projective dependencies corresponds to a constituent analysis with only continuous constituents.
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evaluation scores. Non-ﬁnal IGs of a word are assumed to link to the next IG within the
word,but these links,referred to as InnerWord links,are not considered as dependency
relations and are excluded in evaluation scoring.
3.2 Baseline Parsers
We implemented three baseline parsers to assess the performance of our probabilistic
and classiﬁer-based parsers. The ﬁrst baseline parser attaches each word (from the last
IG) to the ﬁrst IG of the next word while the second parser attaches each word to the
ﬁnal IG of the next word. Obviously these two baseline parsers behave the same when
the head word has only one IG. The ﬁnal punctuation of each sentence is assumed to
be the root of the sentence and it is not connected to any head. The ﬁrst two lines of Ta-
ble 1 give the unlabeled attachment scores of these parsers. We observe that attaching
the link to the ﬁrst IG instead of the last one gives better results.
The third baseline parser is a rule-based parser that uses a modiﬁed version of the
deterministic parsing algorithm by Nivre (2006). This parsing algorithm,which will be
explained in detail in Section 5,is a linear-time algorithm that derives a dependency
graph in one left-to-right pass over the input,using a stack to store partially processed
tokens and a list to store remaining input tokens in a way similar to a shift-reduce
parser.Intherule-basedbaselineparser,thenextparsingactionisdeterminedaccording
to 31 predeﬁned hand-written rules (Eryi˘ git 2006; Eryi˘ git,Adalı,and Oﬂazer 2006).
The rules determine whether or not to connect the units (words or IGs) on top of the
stack and at the head of the input list (regardless of dependency labels). It can be
seen that the rule-based parser provides an improvement of about 15 percentage points
compared to the relatively naive simpler baseline parsers which cannot recover head-
initial dependencies.
4. Probabilistic Dependency Parser
A well-studied approach to dependency parsing is a statistical approach where the
parser takes a morphologically tagged and disambiguated sentence as input,and
outputs the most probable dependency tree by using probabilities induced from the
training data. Such an approach comprises three components:
1. A parsing algorithm for building the dependency analyses (Eisner 1996;
Sekine,Uchimoto,and Isahara 2000)
2. A conditional probability model to score the analyses (Collins 1996)
Table 1
Unlabeled attachment scores and unlabeled word-to-word scores for the baseline parsers.
Parsing Model ASU WWU
Attach-to-next (ﬁrst IG) 56.0 63.3
Attach-to-next (last IG) 54.1 63.3
Rule-based 70.5 79.3
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3. Maximum likelihood estimation to make inferences about the underlying
probability models (Collins 1996; Chung and Rim 2004)
4.1 Methodology
The aim of our probabilistic model is to assign a probability to each candidate depen-
dency link by using the frequencies of similar dependencies computed from a training
set. The aim of the parsing algorithm is then to explore the search space in order to ﬁnd
the most probable dependency tree. This can be formulated with Equation (1) where S
is a sequence of n units (words or IGs) and T ranges over possible dependency trees
consisting of dependency links dep(ui,uH(i)),with uH(i) denoting the head unit to which
the dependent unit ui is linked and the probability of a given tree is the product of the
dependency links that it comprises.
T∗ = argmax
T
P(T|S) = argmax
T
n−1 
i=1
P(dep(ui,uH(i))|S)( 1 )
The observation that 95% of the dependencies in the Turkish treebank are head-
ﬁnal dependencies motivated us to employ the backward beam search dependency
parsing algorithm by Sekine,Uchimoto,and Isahara (2000) (originally designed for
Japanese,another head-ﬁnal language),adapted to our morphological representation
with IGs. This algorithm parses a sentence starting from the end moving towards the
beginning,trying at each step to link the dependents to a unit to the right. It uses a
beam which keeps track of the most probable dependency structures for the partially
processed sentence. However,in order to handle head-initial dependencies,it employs
three predeﬁned lexicalized rules7 (also used in our rule-based baseline parser). For
every newword,theparser startsbychecking ifany oftherules apply. Ifso,it constructs
a right-to-left link where H(i) < i and directly assigns 1.0 as the dependency probability
(P(dep(ui,uH(i))|S) = 1.0). If none of the rules apply,it instead uses probabilities for
head-ﬁnal dependencies.
For the probability model,we adopt the approach by Chung and Rim (2004),which
itself is a modiﬁed version of the statistical model used in Collins (1996).8 In this model
in Equation (2),the probability of a dependency link P(dep(ui,uH(i))|S) linking ui to a
head uH(i) is approximated with the product of two probabilities:
P(dep(ui,uH(i))|S) ≈ P(link(ui,uH(i))|Φi ΦH(i))( 2 )
P(ui links to some head dist(i,H(i)) away|Φi)
7 The rules check for enclitics such as de, ki, mi,written on the right side of and separately from the word
they attach to,for the verb de˘ gil,which gives a negative meaning to the word coming before it and for
nominals which do not have any verbs on their right side.
8 The statistical model in Collins (1996) is actually used in a phrase-structure-based parsing approach,but
it uses the same idea of computing probabilities between dependents and head units. We also tried to
employ the statistical model of Collins,where the distance measure ∆i,H(i) is included in the link
probability formula (P(dep(ui,uH(i))|S) ≈ P(link(ui,uH(i))|∆i,H(i))) ,but we obtained worse results
with this.
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In this equation,
 P(link(ui,uH(i))|Φi ΦH(i)) is the probability of seeing the same dependency
within a similar context where Φi represents the context around the
dependent ui and ΦH(i) represents the context around the head uH(i),and
 P(ui links to some head dist(i,H(i)) away|Φi) is the probability of seeing
the dependent linking to some head a distance dist(i,H(i)) away,in the
context Φi.
In all of the following models, dist(i,H(i)) is taken as the number of actual word
boundaries between the dependent and the head unit regardless of whether full words
or IGs were used as units of parsing.9
To alleviate the data sparseness,we use the interpolation of other estimates while
calculating the probabilities in Equation (2).10 We use a strategy similar to Collins (1996)
and we interpolate with estimates based on less context:
P(x|y) ≈ λ · P1(x|y) + (1 − λ) · P2(x)( 3 )
where λ = δ/(δ + 1) and δ is the count of the x occurrences
During the actual runs,the smoothed probability P(link(ui,uH(i))|Φi ΦH(i))i se s t i m a t e d
by interpolating two unsmoothed empirical estimates extracted from the treebank:
P1(link(ui,uH(i))|Φi ΦH(i))a n dP2(link(ui,uH(i))). A similar approach was employed for
P(ui links to some head dist(i,H(i)) away|Φi) and it is estimated by interpolating
P1(ui links to some head dist(i,H(i)) away|Φi)a n dP2(ui links to some head dist(i,H(i))
away). If even after interpolation,the probability is 0,then a very small value is
used. Further,distances larger than a certain threshold value were assigned the same
probability,as explained later.
4.2 The Choice of Parsing Units
In the probabilistic dependency parsing experiments,we experimented with three dif-
ferent ways of choosing and representing the units for parsing:11
1. Word-based model #1: In this model,the units of parsing are the actual words
and each word is represented by a combination of the representations of all the IGs
that make it up. Note that although all IGs are used in representing a word,not all the
informationprovidedbyanIGhastobeused,aswewillseeshortly.Thisrepresentation,
however,raises the following question: If we use the words as the parsing units and
9 We also tried other distance functions,for example,the number of IGs between dependent and head
units,but this choice fared better than the alternatives.
10 We tried many other different interpolation and backoff models where we tried to remove the neighbors
one by one or the inﬂectional features. But we obtained the best results with a two-level interpolation by
removing the contextual information all at once.
11 Clarifying examples of these representations will be provided in the immediately following section.
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ﬁnd the dependencies between these,how can we translate these to the dependencies
between the IGs,since our goal is to ﬁnd dependencies between IGs? The selection
of the IG of the dependent word is an easy decision,as it is the last IG in the word.
The selection of the head IG is obviously more difﬁcult. Because such a word-based
model will not provide much information about the underlying IGs structure,we will
have to make some assumptions about the head IG. The observation that 85.6% of the
dependency links in the treebank land on the ﬁrst (and possibly the only) IG of the
head word and the fact that our ﬁrst baseline model (attaching to the ﬁrst IG) gives
better performance than our second baseline model (attaching to the last IG),suggest
that after identifying the correct word,choosing the ﬁrst IG as the head IG may be a
reasonable heuristic. Another approach to determining the correct IG in the head word
could be to develop a post-processor which selects this IG using additional rules. Such
a post-processor could be worth developing if the WWU accuracy obtained with this
model proves to be higher than all of the other models,that is,if this is the best way
of ﬁnding the correct dependencies between words without considering which IGs are
connected. However,as we will see in Section 4.4,this model does not give the best
WWU.
2. Word-based model #2: This model is just like the previous model but we rep-
resent a word using its ﬁnal IGs rather than the concatenation of all their IGs when it
is used as a dependent. The representation is the same as in Word-based model #1 when
the word is a head. This results in a dynamic selection of the representation during
parsing as the representation of a word will be determined according to its role at that
moment. The representation of the neighboring units in context will again be selected
with respect to the word in question: any context unit on the left will be represented
with its dependent representation (just the last IG) and any neighbor on the right will
be represented with its representation as a head. The selection of the IG in the head
w o r di st h es a m ea si nt h eﬁ r s tm o d e l .
3. IG-based model: In this model,we use IGs as units in parsing. We split the IG-
based representation of each word and reindex these IGs in order to use them as single
units in parsing. Figure 2 shows this transfer to the IG-based model. We still,however,
need to know which IGs are word-ﬁnal as they will be the dependent IGs (shown in
the ﬁgure by asterisks). The contextual elements that are used in this model are the
IGs to the left (starting with the last IG of the preceding word) and to the right of the
dependent and the head IG.
Figure 2
Mapping from word-based to IG-based representation of a sentence.
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4.3 Reduced Dynamic Representations for IGs
In all three models,it is certainly possible to use all the information supplied by the
full morphological analysis in representing the IGs.12 This includes the root words
themselves,major and minor parts of speech, 13 number and person agreement markers,
possessive agreement markers,case markers,tense,aspect,mood markers,and other
miscellaneous inﬂectional and semantic markers especially for derivations. Not all of
these features may be relevant to the parsing task,and further,different features may
be relevant depending on whether the IG is being used as a dependent or a head. Also,
in order to alleviate the data sparseness problem that may result from the relatively
modest size of the treebank,an “unlexicalized” representation that does not contain the
root word needs to be considered so that statistics from IGs that are otherwise the same
except for the root word (if any) can be conﬂated.14 After some preliminary experimen-
tation,we decided that a reduced representation for IGs that is dynamically selected
dependingonheadordependentstatuswouldgiveusthebestperformance.Weexplain
the representation of the IGs and the parameters that we used in the three models.
 When used as a dependent (or part of a dependent word in models 1
and 2) during parsing;
– Nominal IGs (nouns,pronouns,and other derived forms that
inﬂect with the same paradigm as nouns,including inﬁnitives,past
and future participles) are represented only with the case marker,
because that essentially determines the syntactic function of that IG
as a dependent,and only nominals have cases.
– Any other IG is just represented with its minor part of speech.
 When used as a head (or part of a head word in models 1 and 2);
– Nominal IGs and adjective IGs with participle minor part of
speech15 are represented with the minor part of speech and the
possessive agreement marker.
– Any other IG is just represented with its minor part of speech.
Figures 3–5 show,for the ﬁrst three words in Figure 1,the unlexicalized reduced
representations that are used in the three models when units are used as dependents
and heads during parsing.
12 See Figure 1 for a sample of such information.
13 A minor part-of-speech category is available for some major part-of-speech categories: pronouns are
further divided into personal pronouns,demonstrative pronouns,interrogative pronouns,and so on. The
minor part-of-speech category always implies the major part of speech. For derived IGs,the minor part of
speech mostly indicates a ﬁner syntactic or semantic characterization of the derived word. When no
minor part of speech is available the major part of speech is used.
14 Remember that only the ﬁrst IG in a word has the root word.
15 These are modiﬁers derived from verbs. They have adjective as their major part of speech and
past/future participle as their minor part of speech. They are the only types of IGs that have possessive
agreement markers other than nominals.
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Figure 3
Reduced IG representation for Word-based model #1.
Figure 4
Reduced IG representation for Word-based model #2.
4.4 Experimental Results
In this section,we ﬁrst evaluate the performance of the models described in Section 4.2.
We then investigate the impact of different choices of morphological features on the best
performing IG-based model. In addition to the parsing model,the parser is given the
following parameters:
 the number of left and right neighbors of the dependent (Dl, Dr) to deﬁne
the dependent context Φi,16
 the number of left and right neighbors of the head (Hl, Hr) to deﬁne the
head context ΦH(i),
 the size of the beam (beamsize),and
16 In terms of parsing units,the number of words for word-based models and the number of IGs for
IG-based models.
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Figure 5
Reduced IG representation for IG-based model.
 the distance threshold value beyond which P(ui links to some head
dist(i,H(i)) away|Φi) is assigned the same probability.
Table 2 gives the ASU scores for the word-based and IG-based models for the
best combinations of contexts used for each case. We also provide WWU scores for
comparison,but again stress that the main evaluation criterion is the ASU score. For
all three models,the beamsize value is selected as 3 and distance threshold is selected
as 6.17 It can be seen that the performance of the word-based models is lower than
our rule-based baseline parser (Table 1) with ASU = 70.5,even though it is better than
the ﬁrst two rather naive baselines. On the other hand,the IG-based model outper-
forms all of the baseline parsers and word-based models. It should also be noted that
the IG-based model improves not only the ASU accuracy but also the word-to-word
accuracy compared,to the word-based models. Thus,the IG-based model not only
helps to recover the relations between correct IGs but also to ﬁnd the correct head
word.
In Table 3,we also present results from experiments employing different represen-
tations for the IGs. A more detailed investigation about the use of limited lexicalization
and inﬂectional features will be presented later in Section 6. Here,we will see what
would have happened if we had used alternative reduced IG representations compared
to the representation described earlier,which is used in the best performing IG-based
model.
Table 3 gives the results for each change to the representational model. One can
see that none of these representational changes improves the performance of the best
performing model. Only employing major part-of-speech tags (#1) actually comes close,
and the difference is not statistically signiﬁcant. Lexicalization of the model results in
a drastic decrease in performance: Using the surface form (#6) gives somewhat better
17 As stated earlier in Section 4.1,our distance function is calculated according to the word boundaries
between the dependent and the head units. In the treebank,95% of the dependency links link to a word
that is less than six words away. Thus all the distances larger than or equal to six are conﬂated into the
same small probability.
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Table 2
Unlabeled attachment scores and unlabeled word-to-word scores for the probabilistic parser.
Parsing Model (parameters) ASU WWU
Word-based model #1 (Dl=1, Dr=1, Hl=1, Hr=1) 68.1±0.4 77.1±0.7
Word-based model #2 (Dl=1, Dr=1, Hl=1, Hr=1) 68.3±0.3 77.6±0.5
IG-based model (Dl=1, Dr=1, Hl=0, Hr=1) 72.1±0.3 79.0±0.7
results than using root information (#5). Also,dynamic selection of tags seems to help
performance (#3) but using all available inﬂectional information performs signiﬁcantly
worse possibly due to data sparseness.
5. Classiﬁer-Based Dependency Parser
Our second data-driven parser is based on a parsing strategy that has achieved a high
parsing accuracy across a variety of different languages (Nivre et al. 2006,2007). This
strategy consists of the combination of the following three techniques:
1. Deterministic parsing algorithms for building dependency graphs (Kudo
and Matsumoto 2002; Nivre 2003; Yamada and Matsumoto 2003)
Table 3
Unlabeled attachment scores for different choices for morphological features.
Model ASU
IG-based model
#( Dl=1, Dr=1, Hl=0, Hr=1) 72.1±0.3
1 Using major part of speech 71.2±0.2
instead of minor part of speech
2 Using only minor part of speech and 68.3±0.2
no other inﬂectional features
3 Using minor part of speech for all 71.0±0.3
types of IGs together with case and
possessive markers for nominals
and possessive marker for adjectives
(but no dynamic selection)
4 Using all inﬂectional features in 46.5±0.4
addition to minor part of speech
5 Adding root information to the best 53.7±0.2
performing IG-based model
6 Adding surface form information to the best 54.4±0.2
performing IG-based model
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2. History-based models for predicting the next parser action (Black et al.
1992; Magerman 1995; Ratnaparkhi 1997; Collins 1999)
3. Discriminative classiﬁers to map histories to parser actions (Kudo and
Matsumoto 2002; Yamada and Matsumoto 2003; Nivre,Hall,and Nilsson
2004)
A system of this kind employs no grammar but relies completely on inductive learning
from treebank data for the analysis of new sentences,and on deterministic parsing
for disambiguation. This combination of methods guarantees that the parser is robust,
never failing to produce an analysis for an input sentence,and efﬁcient,typically
deriving this analysis in time that is linear in the length of the sentence.
In the following sections,we will ﬁrst present the parsing methodology and then
resultsthatshowthattheIG-basedmodelagainoutperformstheword-basedmodel.We
willthenexplorehowwecanfurtherimprovetheaccuracybyexploitingtheadvantages
of this parser. All experiments are performed using the freely available implementation
MaltParser.18
5.1 Methodology
For the experiments in this article,we use a variant of the parsing algorithm proposed
by Nivre (2003,2006),a linear-time algorithm that derives a labeled dependency graph
in one left-to-right pass over the input,using a stack to store partially processed tokens
and a list to store remaining input tokens. However,in contrast to the original arc-eager
parsing strategy,we use an arc-standard bottom-up algorithm,as described in Nivre
(2004). Like many algorithms used for dependency parsing,this algorithm is restricted
to projective dependency graphs.
The parser uses two elementary data structures,a stack σ of partially analyzed
tokens and an input list τ of remaining input tokens. The parser is initialized with an
empty stack and with all the tokens of a sentence in the input list; it terminates as soon
as the input list is empty. In the following,we use subscripted indices,starting from 0,
to refer to particular tokens in σ and τ.T h u s ,σ0 is the token on top of the stack σ (the
top token)a n dτ0 is the ﬁrst token in the input list τ (the next token); σ0 and τ0 are
collectively referred to as the target tokens,because they are the tokens considered as
candidates for a dependency relation by the parsing algorithm.
There are three different parsing actions,or transitions,that can be performed in
any non-terminal conﬁguration of the parser:
 Shift: Push the next token onto the stack.
 Left-Arcr: Add a dependency arc from the next token to the top token,
labeled r,then pop the stack.
 Right-Arcr: Add a dependency arc from the top token to the next token,
labeled r,then replace the next token by the top token at the head of the
input list.
18 http://w3.msi.vxu.se/users/nivre/research/MaltParser.html.
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In order to perform deterministic parsing in linear time,we need to be able to predict
the correct parsing action (including the choice of a dependency type r for Left-Arcr
and Right-Arcr) at any point during the parsing of a sentence. This is what we use a
history-based classiﬁer for.
The features of the history-based model can be deﬁned in terms of different linguis-
tic features of tokens,in particular the target tokens. In addition to the target tokens,
features can be based on neighboring tokens,both on the stack and in the remaining
input,as well as dependents or heads of these tokens in the partially built dependency
graph. The linguistic attributes available for a given token are the following:
 Lexical form (root) (LEX)
 Part-of-speech category (POS)
 Inﬂectional features (INF)
 Dependency type to the head if available (DEP)
To predict parser actions from histories,represented as feature vectors,we use sup-
portvectormachines (SVMs),whichcombinethemaximum marginstrategy introduced
by Vapnik (1995) with the use of kernel functions to map the original feature space
to a higher-dimensional space. This type of classiﬁer has been used successfully in
deterministic parsing by Kudo and Matsumoto (2002),Yamada and Matsumoto (2003),
and Sagae and Lavie (2005),among others. To be more speciﬁc,we use the LIBSVM
library for SVM learning (Chang and Lin 2001),with a polynomial kernel of degree 2,
with binarization of symbolic features,and with the one-versus-one strategy for multi-
class classiﬁcation.19
This approach has some advantages over the probabilistic parser,in that
 it can process both left-to-right and right-to-left dependencies due to its
parsing algorithm,
 it assigns dependency labels simultaneously with dependencies and can
use these as features in the history-based model,and
 it does not necessarily require expert knowledge about the choice of
linguistically relevant features to use in the representations because SVM
training involves implicit feature selection.
However,westillexcludesentenceswithnon-projectivedependenciesduringtrain-
ing.20 Because the classiﬁer-based parser not only builds dependency structures but also
assigns dependency labels,we give ASL scores as well as ASU scores.
19 Experiments have also been performed using memory-based learning (Daelemans and Bosch 2005). They
were found to give lower parsing accuracy.
20 Because the frequency of non-projective dependencies in the Turkish Treebank is not high enough to
learn such dependencies and mostly due to the unconnected punctuations with which we are dealing by
adding an extra dependency label,we did not observe any improvement when applying the
pseudo-projective processing of Nivre and Nilsson (2005),which is reported to improve accuracy for
other languages.
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5.2 Experimental Results
In this section,our ﬁrst aim is to conﬁrm the claim that using IGs as the units in parsing
improves performance. For this purpose,we start by using models similar to those
described in the previous section. We use an unlexicalized feature model where the
parser uses only the minor POS and the DEP of tokens and compare the results with the
probabilistic parser. We then show in the second part how we can improve accuracy by
exploiting the morphological structure of Turkish and taking advantage of the special
features of this parser.
5.2.1 Comparison with the Probabilistic Parser. In order to compare with the results of the
previous section,we adopt the same strategy that we used earlier in order to present
inﬂectional groups. We employ two representation models:
 Word-based model,where each word is represented by the concatenation
of its IGs,
 IG-based model,where the units are inﬂectional groups.
We take the minor POS category plus the case and possessive agreement markers for
nominals and participle adjectives to make up the POS feature of each IG.21 However,
we do not employ dynamic selection of these features and just use the same strategy
for both dependents and the heads. The reason is that,in this parser,we do not make
the assumption that the head is always on the right side of the dependent,but also
try to ﬁnd head-initial dependencies,and the parser does not know at a given stage
if a unit is a candidate head or dependent. In the IG-based model, InnerWord relations
(Figure 5),which are actually determined by the morphological analyzer,are processed
deterministically without consulting the SVM classiﬁers.22
The feature model (Feature Model #1) to be used in these experiments is shown
in Figure 6. This feature model uses ﬁve POS features,deﬁned by the POS of the two
topmost stack tokens (σ0, σ1),the ﬁrst two tokens of the remaining input ( τ0, τ1),and
the token which comes just after the topmost stack token in the actual sentence (σ0 + 1).
The dependency type features involve the top token on the stack (σ0),its leftmost and
rightmost dependent (l(σ0), r(σ0)),and the leftmost dependent of the next input token
(l(τ0)).
The results for this feature model and the two representation models can be seen
in Table 4. We again see that the IG-based model outperforms the word-based model.
When we compare the unlabeled (ASU) scores with the results of the probabilistic parser
(from Table 2),we see that we do not obtain any improvements neither for the IG-based
model nor for the word-based model. This is probably the combined effect of not using
21 Thus,we are actually combining some inﬂectional features with the part-of-speech category and use
them together in the POS feature.
22 Because only the ﬁrst IG of a word carries the stem information (and the remaining IGs has null “ ”
values for this ﬁeld),a lexicalized model can easily determine the InnerWord links without need for a
deterministic model. For the unlexicalized models,it is necessary to process InnerWord relations
deterministically in order to get the full beneﬁt of IG-based parsing,because the classiﬁers cannot
correctly predict these relations without lexical information (Eryi˘ git,Nivre,and Oﬂazer 2006). However,
for the lexicalized models,adding deterministic InnerWord processing has no impact at all on parsing
accuracy,but it reduces training and parsing time by reducing the number of training instances for the
SVM classiﬁers.
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Figure 6
Feature models for the classiﬁer-based parser.
Table 4
Unlabeled and labeled attachment scores for the unlexicalized classiﬁer-based parser.
Parsing Model ASU ASL
Word-based model 67.1±0.3 57.8±0.3
IG-based model 70.6±0.2 60.9±0.3
the lexical information for head-initial dependencies that we use in our rules in the
probabilistic parser,and of not using dynamic selection. 23
5.2.2 Exploiting the Advantages of the Classiﬁer-Based Parser. To exploit the advantages
of the classiﬁer-based parser,we now describe a setting which does not rely on any
linguistic knowledge on the selection of inﬂectional features and lets the classiﬁer of the
parser select the useful combinations of the features. As SVMs can perform such tasks
successfully,we now explore different representations of the morphological data in the
IG-based model to see if the performance can be improved.
As shown in earlier examples,the inﬂectional information available for a given
token normally consists of a complex combination of atomic features such as +A3sg,
+Pnon,and +Loc. Eryi ˘ git,Nivre,and Oﬂazer (2006) showed that adding inﬂectional
features as atomic values to the feature models was better than taking certain subsets
with linguistic intuition and trying to improve on them. Thus we now present results
with the feature model where the POS component only comprises the minor part of
speech and the INF comprises all the other inﬂectional features provided by the tree-
bank without any reduction. We investigate the impact of this approach ﬁrst with an
unlexicalized model (Feature Model #2 in Figure 6) and then with a lexicalized model
(FeatureModel#3inFigure6)whereweinvestigatetwodifferentkindsoflexicalization:
one using just the root information and one using the complete surface form as lexical
features.
Table 5 gives the results for both unlexicalized and lexicalized models with INF
features included in the feature model. We can see the beneﬁt of using inﬂectional
features separately and split into atomic components,by comparing the ﬁrst line of
the table with the best results for the IG-based model in Table 4. We can also note
23 Actually,the equivalent of this IG-based model is the probabilistic model #3 in Table 3 (with no dynamic
selection),which does not do signiﬁcantly better than this classiﬁer-based model.
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Table 5
Unlabeled and labeled attachment scores for enhancements of the IG-based model.
Feature Model ASU ASL
Feature Model #2 (no lexicalization) 72.4±0.2 63.1±0.3
Feature Model #3 (lex. with surface forms) 75.7±0.2 66.6±0.3
Feature Model #3 (lex. with roots) 76.0±0.2 67.0±0.3
the improvement that lexicalized models bring:24 In contrast to the probabilistic parser,
lexicalization using root information rather than surface form gives better performance,
even though the difference is not statistically signiﬁcant. The improvement in ASU
score is 3.9 percentage points for the lexicalized model (with root) over the IG-based
model of the probabilistic parser with ASU=72.1±0.3. A similar case can be observed for
WWU accuracies: Including INF and lexicalization with roots gives WWU=82.7±0.5 on
the entire treebank,which provides an improvement of 3.3 percentage points over the
IG-based model of the probabilistic parser (with WWU=79.0±0.7).
6. The Impact of Inﬂectional Features and Lexicalization
In the previous sections,we presented our parsers using optimized parameters and
feature representations. We have observed that using complete inﬂectional features and
lexicalized models improves the accuracy of the classiﬁer-based parser signiﬁcantly,
whereas for the probabilistic parser adding these features has a negative impact on
accuracy. In this section,we investigate the inﬂuence of different inﬂectional features
and lexical information on both parsers using the best performing IG-based models,
in order to get a more ﬁne-grained picture. The results of the experiments with the
classiﬁer-based parser are not strictly comparable tothose of other experiments,because
the training data have here been divided into smaller sets (based on the major part of
speech category of the next token) as a way of reducing SVM training times without a
signiﬁcant decrease in accuracy. For the probabilistic parser,we have not used dynamic
selection while investigating the impact of inﬂectional features.
6.1 Inﬂectional Features
In order to see the inﬂuence of inﬂectional features,we tested six different sets,where
each set includes the previous one and adds some more inﬂectional features. The
following list describes each set in relation to the previous one:
Set 1 No inﬂectional features except for minor part of speech
Set 2 Set 1 + case and possessive markers for nominals,possessive markers for partici-
ple adjectives
Set 3 Set 2 + person/number agreement features for nominals and verbs
Set 4 Set 3 + all inﬂectional features for nominals
24 The unlabeled exact match score (that is,the percentage of sentences for which all dependencies are
correctly determined) for this best performing model is 37.5% upon IG-based evaluation and 46.5% upon
word-based evaluation.
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Set 5 Set 4 + all inﬂectional features for verbs
Set 6 Set 5 + all inﬂectional features
Figure 7 shows the results for both the probabilistic and the classiﬁer-based parser.
The results shown in Figures 7b conﬁrm the importance of case and possessive features,
which was presupposed in the manual selection of features in Section 4. Besides these,
thenumber/personagreementfeaturesavailablefornominalsandverbsarealsoimpor-
tant inﬂectional features even though they do not provide any statistically signiﬁcant
increase in accuracy (except for ASU in Figure 7b [Set 3]). Another point that merits
attention is the fact that the labeled accuracy is affected more by the usage of inﬂectional
features compared to unlabeled accuracy. The difference between Set 1 and Set 2 (in
Figure 7b) is nearly 4 percentage points for ASU and 10 percentage points for ASL.I t
thus appears that inﬂectional features are especially important in order to determine the
type of the relationship between the dependent and head units. This is logical because
in Turkish it is usually not the word order that determines the roles of the constituents
in a sentence,but the inﬂectional features (especially the case markers). We again see
from these ﬁgures that the classiﬁer-based parser does not suffer from sparse data even
if we use the full set of inﬂectional features (Set 6) provided by the treebank,whereas the
probabilistic parser starts having this problem even with Set 3 (Figure 7a). The problem
gets worse when we add the complete set of inﬂectional features.
6.2 Lexicalization
In order to get a more ﬁne-grained view of the role of lexicalization,we have investi-
gated the effect of lexicalizing IGs from different major part-of-speech categories. We
expand this analysis into POS categories where relevant. The results are shown in Ta-
ble 6,where the ﬁrst column gives the part-of-speech tag of the lexicalized units,and
thesecondandthirdcolumnsgivethetotalfrequencyandthefrequencyofdistinctroots
for that part-of-speech tag. We again see that the probabilistic parser suffers from sparse
data especially for part-of-speech tags that appear with a high number of distinct roots.
We cannot observe any increase with the lexicalization of any category. The situation is
different for the classiﬁer-based parser. None of the individual lexicalizations causes a
decrease.Weseethatthelexicalizationofnounscausesasigniﬁcantincreaseinaccuracy.
Figure 7
Accuracy for feature sets 1–6:
a) Unlabeled accuracy for probabilistic parser
b) Unlabeled and labeled accuracy for classiﬁer-based parser
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Table 6
Unlabeled and labeled attachment scores for limited lexicalization (n = count,d = number of
distinct roots).
Probabilistic Classiﬁer-based
nd A S U ASU ASL
None - - 72.1±0.3 72.8±0.2 63.2±0.3
Adjectives 6446 735 68.7±0.2 72.9±0.2 63.2±0.3
Adverbs 3033 221 69.8±0.3 73.1±0.2 63.4±0.3
Conjunctions 2200 44 67.8±0.4 74.1±0.2 64.2±0.3
Determiners 1998 13 71.8±0.3 72.8±0.2 63.3±0.3
Duplications 11 9 72.0±0.3 72.8±0.2 63.2±0.3
Interjections 100 34 72.0±0.3 72.8±0.2 63.2±0.3
Nouns 21860 3935 53.7±0.3 73.9±0.2 64.6±0.3
Numbers 850 226 71.4±0.3 72.9±0.2 63.3±0.3
Post-positions 1250 46 70.9±0.3 72.9±0.2 63.2±0.3
Pronouns 2145 28 72.0±0.2 72.8±0.2 63.2±0.3
Punctuations 10420 16 72.1±0.3 73.4±0.2 63.7±0.3
Questions 228 6 71.9±0.2 72.8±0.2 63.2±0.3
Verbs 14641 1256 59.9±0.4 72.9±0.2 63.8±0.3
Lexicalization of verbs also gives a noticeable increase in the labeled accuracy even
though this is not statistically signiﬁcant. A further investigation on the minor parts of
speech of nouns25 shows that only common nouns have this positive effect,whereas the
lexicalization of proper nouns does not improve accuracy. We see that the lexicalization
of conjunctions also improves the accuracy signiﬁcantly. This improvement can be at-
tributedtotheenclitics(suchasde,ki,mi,writtenontherightsideofandseparatelyfrom
the word they attach to),which give rise to head-initial dependencies. These enclitics,
which are annotated as conjunctions in the treebank,can be differentiated from other
conjunctions by lexicalization which makes it very easy to connect them to their head
on the left.
Because we did not observe any improvement in the probabilistic parser,we con-
tinued further experimentation only with the classiﬁer-based parser. We tried partially
lexicalized models by lexicalizing various combinations of certain POS categories (see
Figure 8). The results show that,whereas lexicalization certainly improves parsing
accuracy for Turkish,only the lexicalization of conjunctions and nouns together has
an impact on accuracy. Similarly to the experiments on inﬂectional features,we again
see that the classiﬁer-based parser has no sparse data problem even if we use a totally
lexicalized model.
Although the effect of lexicalization has been discussed in several studies recently
(Dubey and Keller 2003; Klein and Manning 2003; Arun and Keller 2005),it is often
investigated as an all-or-nothing affair,except for a few studies that analyze the distri-
butions of lexical items,for example,Bikel (2004) and Gildea (2001). The results for
25 IGs with a noun part-of-speech tag other than common nouns are marked with an additional minor part
of speech that indicates whether the nominal is a proper noun or a derived form—one of future
participle,past participle,inﬁnitive,or a form involving a zero-morpheme derivation. These latter four
do not contain any root information.
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Figure 8
Unlabeled and labeled attachment scores for incrementally extended lexicalization for the
classiﬁer-based parser.
Turkish clearly show that the effect of lexicalization is not uniform across syntactic
categories,and that a more ﬁne-grained analysis is necessary to determine in what
respects lexicalization may have a positive or negative inﬂuence. For some models
(especially those suffering from sparse data),it may even be a better choice to use some
kind of limited lexicalization instead of full lexicalization,although the experiments
in this article do not show any example of that. The results from the previous section
suggests that the same is true for morphological information,but this time showing that
limited addition of inﬂectional features (instead of using them fully) helps to improve
the accuracy of the probabilistic parser.
7. The Impact of Training Set Size
In order to see the inﬂuence of the training set size on the performance of our parsers,
we designed the experiments shown in Figure 9,where the x-axis shows the number
of cross validation subsets that we used for training in each step. Figure 9 gives the
ASU scores for the probabilistic parser (unlexicalized except for head-initial rules) and
the classiﬁer-based parser (unlexicalized and lexicalized). We observe that the relative
improvement with growing training set size is largest for the classiﬁer-based lexicalized
model with a relative difference of 5.2±0.2 between using nine training subsets and one
training subset,whereas this number is 4.6 ±0.3 for the unlexicalized classiﬁer-based
model and 2.5±0.2 for the unlexicalized probabilistic model. We can state that despite its
lower accuracy,the probabilistic model is less affected by the size of the training data.
We can see from this chart that the relative ranking of the models remain the same,
except for sizes 1–3,where the probabilistic parser does better (or no worse than) the
unlexicalized classiﬁer-based models. Another conclusion may be that classiﬁer-based
models are better at extracting information with the increasing size of the data in hand,
whereas the probabilistic model cannot be improved very much with the increasing size
of the data. We can observe this situation especially in the lexicalized model which is
improved signiﬁcantly between size = 6 subsets and size = 9 subsets,whereas there is
no signiﬁcant improvement on the unlexicalized models within this interval.
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Figure 9
Unlabeled attachment score for different training set sizes.
8. Error Analysis
In this section,we present a detailed error analysis on the results of our best per-
forming parser. We ﬁrst evaluate our results on different dependency types. We then
investigate the error distribution in terms of distance between the head assigned by
the parser and the actual head. Finally,we look at the error distribution in relation
to sentence length. In the analysis,the results are aggregated over all ten folds of the
cross-validation.
8.1 Accuracy per Dependency Type
Table 7 gives the ASU,labeled precision,labeled recall and labeled F-score for individual
dependency types. The table is sorted according to the ASU results,and the average
distance between head and dependent is given for each type.
We see that the parser cannot ﬁnd labeled dependencies for the types that have
fewer than 100 occurrences in the treebank,with the single exception of RELATIVIZER,
the enclitic ki (conjunction),written separately from the word it attaches to. Because this
dependency type always occurs with the same particle,there is no sparse data problem.
If we exclude the low-frequency types,we can divide the results into three main
groups. The ﬁrst group consists of determiners,particles,and nominals that have an
ASU score over 79% and link to nearby heads. The second group mainly contains
subjects,objects,and different kinds of adjuncts,with a score in the range 55–79% and
a distance of 1.8–4.6 IGs to their head. This is the group where inﬂectional features are
most important for ﬁnding the correct dependency. The third group contains distant
dependencies with a much lower accuracy. These are generally relations like sentence
modiﬁer,vocative,and apposition,which are hard to ﬁnd for the parser because they
cannot be differentiated from other nominals used as subjects,objects,or normal mod-
iﬁers. Another construction that is hard to parse correctly is coordination,which may
require a special treatment.
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Table 7
Attachment score (ASU),labeled precision (P),labeled recall (R) and labeled F-score for each
dependency type in the treebank (n = count,dist = dependency length).
Label n dist ASU PRF
SENTENCE 7,252 1.5 90.5 87.4 89.2 88.3
DETERMINER 1,952 1.3 90.0 84.6 85.3 85.0
QUESTION.PARTICLE 288 1.3 86.1 80.0 76.4 78.2
INTENSIFIER 903 1.2 85.9 80.7 80.3 80.5
RELATIVIZER 85 1.2 84.7 56.6 50.6 53.4
CLASSIFIER 2,048 1.2 83.7 74.6 71.7 73.1
POSSESSOR 1,516 1.9 79.4 81.6 73.6 77.4
NEGATIVE.PARTICLE 160 1.4 79.4 76.4 68.8 72.4
OBJECT 7,956 1.8 75.9 63.3 62.5 62.9
MODIFIER 11,685 2.6 71.9 66.5 64.8 65.7
DATIVE.ADJUNCT 1,360 2.4 70.8 46.4 50.2 48.2
FOCUS.PARTICLE 23 1.1 69.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
SUBJECT 4,479 4.6 68.6 50.9 56.2 53.4
ABLATIVE.ADJUNCT 523 2.5 68.1 44.0 54.5 48.7
INSTRUMENTAL.ADJUNCT 271 3.0 62.7 29.8 21.8 25.2
ETOL 10 4.2 60.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LOCATIVE.ADJUNCT 1,142 4.2 56.9 43.3 48.4 45.7
COORDINATION 814 3.4 54.1 53.1 49.8 51.4
S.MODIFIER 594 9.6 50.8 42.2 45.8 43.9
EQU.ADJUNCT 16 3.7 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
APPOSITION 187 6.4 49.2 49.2 16.6 24.8
VOCATIVE 241 3.4 42.3 27.2 18.3 21.8
COLLOCATION 51 3.3 41.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
ROOT 16 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Total 43,572 2.5 76.0 67.0 67.0 67.0
8.2 Error Distance
When we evaluate our parser based on the dependency direction,we obtain an ASU
of 72.2 for head-initial dependencies and 76.2 for head-ﬁnal ones. Figure 10a and
Figure 10b give the error distance distributions for head-initial and head-ﬁnal depen-
dencies based on the unlabeled performance of the parser. The x-axis in the ﬁgures gives
the difference between indexes of the assigned head IG and the real head IG.
As stated previously,the head-initial dependencies constitute 5% of the entire de-
pendencies in the treebank. Figure 10a shows that for head-initial dependencies the
parser has a tendency to connect the dependents to a head closer than the real head
or in the wrong direction. When we investigate these dependencies,we see that 70%
of them are connected to a head adjacent to the dependent and the parser ﬁnds 90% of
these dependencies correctly. Thus,we can say that the parser has no problem in ﬁnding
adjacenthead-initialdependencies.Moreover,87%oftheerrorswheretheerrordistance
is equal to 1 (Figure 10a)26 are due to the dependents being connected to the wrong IG
26 Meaning that the actual head and assigned head are adjacent.
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Figure 10
Error distance distributions a) for head-initial dependencies b) for head-ﬁnal dependencies.
of the correct head word. When we investigate the ability of the parser in ﬁnding the
dependency direction,we see that our parser has a high precision value (91%) and a
relatively lower recall value (80%).
The parser is 100% successful in ﬁnding the direction of head-ﬁnal dependencies.
Furthermore,the errors that it makes while determining the correct head have a roughly
normaldistancedistribution,ascanbeseenfromFigure10b. 27 Wecanseefromthesame
ﬁgure that 57% of the errors fall within the interval of ±2 IGs away from the actual
head.
8.3 Sentence Length
Figure 11 shows the distribution of errors over sentences of different lengths. The
x-axis shows the sentence length (measured in number of dependencies),the y-axis
shows the error count,and the z-axis shows the number of sentences. As expected,
the distribution is dominated by short sentences with few errors (especially sentences
of up to seven dependencies with one error). The mean number of errors appears to
be a linear function of sentence length,which would imply that the error probability
27 Error distances with less than 40 occurrences are excluded from the ﬁgure.
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Figure 11
Error distribution versus sentence length.
per word does not increase with sentence length. This is interesting in that it seems to
indicate that the classiﬁer-based parser does not suffer from error propagation despite
its greedy,deterministic parsing strategy.
9. The Impact of Morphological Disambiguation
In all of the experiments reported herein,we have used the gold-standard tags provided
by the treebank. Another point that deserves investigation is therefore the impact of
using tags automatically assigned by a morphological disambiguator,in other words
the accuracy of the parser on raw text. The role of morphological disambiguators for
highly inﬂectional languages is far more complex than assigning a single main POS
category (e.g.,Noun,Verb,Adj) to a word,and also involves assigning the correct mor-
phological information which is crucial for higher level applications. The complexity of
morphological disambiguation in an agglutinative language like Turkish is due to the
large number of morphological feature tag combinations that can be assigned to words.
The number of potential morphological tag combinations in Turkish for all practical
purposes is very large due to productively derived forms.28
The two subsequent examples,for the words kalemi and asmadan,expose the two
phenomena that a Turkish morphological disambiguator should deal with. The outputs
of the morphological analyzer are listed below the words. The ﬁrst example shows that
all three possible analyses of the word kalemi have “Noun” as the POS category but they
differ in that they have different stems and inﬂectional features. In the second example
28 For the treebank data,the number of distinct combinations of morphological features is 718 for the
word-based model of the classiﬁer-based parser and 108 for the IG-based model.
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we see that the possible analyses also have different IG segmentations; the ﬁrst two
analyses of the word asmadan consists of two IGs whereas the last one has one IG.
kalemi
kale +Noun+A3sg+P1sg+Acc (‘my castle’ in accusative form)
kalem +Noun+A3sg+P3sg+Nom (‘his pencil’)
kalem +Noun+A3sg+Pnon+Acc (‘the pencil’ in accusative form)
asmadan
as +Verb+Pos DB +Adverb+WithoutHavingDoneSo (‘without having hanged (it)’)
as +Verb+Pos DB +Noun+Inf2+A3sg+Pnon+Abl (‘from hanging (it)’)
asma +Noun+A3sg+Pnon+Abl (‘from the vine’)
The task of the morphological disambiguator is to choose one of the possible mor-
phological analyses and thus to ﬁnd the correct inﬂectional features including parts
of speech,and the IG structure. We ﬁrst used the two-level morphological analyzer of
Oﬂazer (1994) to analyze all the words in the treebank.29 This morphological analyzer
simultaneously produces the IG segmentation and the relevant features encoded in all
analyses of a word form. We then used the morphological disambiguator of Y¨ uret and
T¨ ure (2006),which has a reported accuracy of 96% for Turkish.
Whentestedonourtreebankdata,theaccuracyofthemorphologicaldisambiguator
is 88.4%,including punctuation (which is unambiguous) and using a lookup table for
the words that are not recognized by the morphological analyzer.30 The lower accuracy
of the morphological disambiguator on the treebank can be due to different selections
in the annotation process of the morphological disambiguator training data (Y¨ uret and
T¨ ure 2006),which is totally different from the treebank data.
In order to investigate the impact of morphological disambiguation errors,we used
our best IG-based model and a lexicalized word-based model with our classiﬁer-based
parser.31 We again evaluated our parsing models with ASU, ASL,and WWU scores.
There is no problem when evaluating with WWU scores because this metric only takes
into account whether the head word assigned to a dependent is correct or not,which
means that any errors of the morphological disambiguator can be ignored. Similarly,in
calculating ASU and ASL scores for the word-based model,dependencies are assumed
to be connected to the ﬁrst IG of the head word without taking into consideration any
errors in tags caused by the morphological disambiguator. But when evaluating with
the ASU and ASL scores for the IG-based model,one problem that may appear is that
the disambiguator may have assigned a totally different IG structure to the head word,
compared to the gold standard (cf. the three analyses of the word asmadan). In this case,
we accept a dependency link to be correct if the dependent is connected to the correct
head word and the head IG has the same POS category as the gold-standard. This is
reasonable because we know that some of the errors in inﬂectional features do not affect
the type of dependency very much. For example,if we put the adjective k¨ u¸ c¨ uk (‘small’)
29 We noted that 39% of the words were ambiguous and 17% had more than two distinct morphological
analyses.
30 The words not recognized by the morphological analyzer are generally proper nouns,numbers,and
some combined words that are created in the development stage of the treebank and constitute 6.2% of
the whole treebank. If these words are excluded,the accuracy of the tagger is 84.6%.
31 For this model,we added LEX features for σ0, τ0, τ1 to the feature model of our word-based model in
Table 4.
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Table 8
Impact of morphological disambiguation on unlabeled and labeled attachment scores and
word-to-word scores.
ASU ASL WWU
Word-based Gold standard 71.2±0.3 62.3±0.3 82.1±0.9
Tagged 69.5±0.3 59.3±0.3 80.2±0.9
IG-based Gold standard 76.0±0.2 67.0±0.3 82.7±0.5
Tagged 73.3±0.3 63.2±0.3 80.6±0.7
in front of the example given previously (k¨ u¸ c¨ uk kalemi),then the choice of morphological
analysis of the noun has no impact on the fact that the adjective should be connected
to the noun with dependency type “MODIFIER”. Moreover,most of the errors in POS
categories will actually prevent the parser from ﬁnding the correct head word,which
can be observed from the drop in WWU accuracy.
Table 8 shows that the IG-based model and the word-based model are equally
affected by the tagging errors and have a drop in accuracy within similar ranges. (It
can also be seen that,even with automatically tagged data,the IG-based model gives
better accuracy than the word-based model.) We can say that the use of an automatic
morphological analyzer and disambiguator causes a drop in the range of 3 percentage
points for unlabeled accuracy and 4 percentage points for labeled accuracy (for both
word-based and IG-based models).
10. Related Work
The ﬁrst results on the Turkish Treebank come from Eryi˘ git and Oﬂazer (2006) where the
authors used only a subset of the treebank sentences containing exclusively head-ﬁnal
and projective dependencies. The parser used in that paper is a preliminary version of
the probabilistic parser used in this article. The ﬁrst results on the entire treebank appear
in Nivre et al. (2007),where the authors use memory-based learning to predict parser
actions,andinEryi ˘ git,Adalı,andOﬂazer(2006),whichintroducestherule-basedparser
used in this article.
TheTurkishTreebank hasrecently beenparsed by17research groups intheCoNLL-
X shared task on multilingual dependency parsing (Buchholz and Marsi 2006),where it
was seen as the most difﬁcult language by the organizers and most of the groups.32 The
following quote is taken from Buchholz and Marsi (page 161): “The most difﬁcult data
set is clearly the Turkish one. It is rather small,and in contrast to Arabic and Slovene,
which are equally small or smaller,it covers 8 genres,which results in a high percentage
of new FORM and LEMMA values in the test set.”
The results for Turkish are given in Table 9. Our classiﬁer-based parser obtained
the best results for Turkish (with ASU=75.8 and ASL=65.7) and also for Japanese,which
is the only agglutinative and head-ﬁnal language in the shared task other than Turkish
(Nivre et al. 2006). The groups were asked to ﬁnd the correct IG-to-IG dependency links.
When we look at the results,we observe that most of the best performing parsers use
32 The Turkish data used in the shared task is actually a modiﬁed version of the treebank used in this article;
some conversions are made on punctuation structures in order to keep consistency between all languages.
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Table 9
CoNLL-X shared task results on Turkish (taken from Table 5 in Buchholz and Marsi [2006]).
Teams ASU ASL
Nivre et al. (2006) 75.8 65.7
Johansson and Nugues (2006) 73.6 63.4
McDonald,Lerman,and Pereira (2006) 74.7 63.2
Corston-Oliver and Aue (2006) 73.1 61.7
Cheng,Asahara,and Matsumoto (2006) 74.5 61.2
Chang,Do,and Roth (2006) 73.2 60.5
Y¨ uret (2006) 71.5 60.3
Riedel,C ¸akıcı,and Meza-Ruiz (2006) 74.1 58.6
Carreras,Surdeanu,and Marquez (2006) 70.1 58.1
Wu,Lee,and Yang (2006) 69.3 55.1
Shimizu (2006) 68.8 54.2
Bick (2006) 65.5 53.9
Canisius et al. (2006) 64.2 51.1
Schiehlen and Spranger (2006) 61.6 49.8
Dreyer,Smith,and Smith (2006) 60.5 46.1
Liu et al. (2006) 56.9 41.7
Attardi (2006) 65.3 37.8
one of the parsing algorithms of Eisner (1996),Nivre (2003),or Yamada and Matsumoto
(2003) together with a learning method based on the maximum margin strategy. We
can also see that a common property of the parsers which fall below the average
(ASL=55.4) is that they do not make use of inﬂectional features,which is crucial for
Turkish.33
Another recent study that has promising results is C ¸akıcı and Baldridge (2006),
where the authors use the MSTParser (McDonald,Lerman,and Pereira 2006),also used
inthe CoNLL-X shared task (line 3 in Table 9). Following the work of Eryi˘ git and Oﬂazer
(2006) and Nivre et al. (2006),they use the stem information and the case information
for nominals and they also report an increase in performance by using these features.
Similar to one of the models (“INF as a single feature”) in Eryi˘ git,Nivre,and Oﬂazer
(2006),where the feature names of the sufﬁxes provided by the morphological analyzer
are concatenated and used as a feature to the classiﬁer,they use the surface forms of
the sufﬁxes as a whole. We can say that the models in this article cover this approach in
that each sufﬁx is used as a single feature name (which is shown to perform better than
using them concatenated to each other in Eryi˘ git,Nivre,and Oﬂazer [2006]). Because in
Turkish,the same sufﬁxes take different forms under vowel harmony 34 and the surface
forms of some different sufﬁxes are structurally ambiguous,35 using them with their
feature names is actually more meaningful. C ¸akıcı and Baldridge (2006) report a word-
to-word accuracy of 84.9%,which seems competitive,but unfortunately from this we
33 Actually,there are two parsers (Bick 2006 and Attardi 2006 in Table 9) in this group which try to use parts
of the inﬂectional features under special circumstances.
34 For example,in the words ev+de (‘at home’) and okul+da (‘at school’),the sufﬁxes -de and -da are the same
locative case sufﬁxes (+Loc) but they take different forms due to vowel harmony.
35 For example,in the word ev+in,the surface morpheme -in may indicate both a second singular possessive
sufﬁx (+P2sg) which will give the word the meaning of ‘your house’ and a genitive case (+Gen)w h i c h
will give the word the meaning of ‘of the house’,as the underlying lexical morphemes are different.
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are not able to gauge the IG-to-IG accuracy which we have argued is the right metric
to use for Turkish,and their results are not comparable to any of the results in the
literature,because they have not based their experiments on any of the ofﬁcial releases
of the treebank. In addition,they use an evaluation metric different from the ones in
the literature in that they only excluded some of the punctuations from the evaluation
score.
11. Conclusions
In this article,we have investigated a number of issues in data-driven dependency pars-
ing of Turkish. One of the main results is that IG-based models consistently outperform
word-based models. This result holds regardless of whether we evaluate accuracy on
the word level or on the IG level; it holds regardless of whether we use the probabilistic
parser or the classiﬁer-based parser; and it holds even if we take into account the
problem caused by errors in automatic morphological analysis and disambiguation.
Another important conclusion is that the use of morphological information can
increase parsing accuracy substantially. Again,this result has been obtained both for the
probabilistic and the classiﬁer-based parser,although the probabilistic parser requires
careful manual selection of relevant features to counter the effect of data sparseness.
A similar result has been obtained with respect to lexicalization,although in this case
an improvement has only been demonstrated for the classiﬁer-based parser,which is
probably due to its greater resilience to data sparseness.
By combining the deterministic classiﬁer-based parsing approach with an adequate
useofIG-basedrepresentations,morphologicalinformation,andlexicalization,wehave
been able to achieve the highest reported accuracy for parsing the Turkish Treebank.
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